MSAT Student-Mentor Research Agreement

Student Responsibilities:

In order to fulfill the research project requirement for graduation each student complete and submit the following:
- Research Proposal Presentation
- IRB application
- Data Collection
- Thesis Document
- Defense Presentation
- Poster

For group projects EACH student must:
- Develop their own set of dependent variables
- Present research proposal based on selected dependent variables
- IRB application covering selected dependent variables
- Collect data for selected dependent variables
- Submit a separate thesis document containing selected dependent variables
- Present results and discussion of dependent variables
- Create a poster presentation based on Faculty recommendation

All consent forms, video and data collected remain property of Weber State University. Each faculty mentor will set a specific data storage procedure; at minimum each project will provide the faculty mentor with a ‘backup’ of all data once a month.

Faculty Mentor Responsibilities:

- Provide student with assistance and guidance until completion of thesis requirements
- Enforce MSAT policies outlined above equally for all students
- Insure subject protection and data collection policies are followed throughout the course of the research project.
- Supervision of data collection
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